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Case: 57248 Attachments dialog can get lost
Fixed a bug where the Attachments dialog on the Requisition screen would remember it's location, so if it was dragged off to the
side or the browser window was resized from a large maximized state to a smaller windowed state, the coordinates of the popup
may be off to the side and require scrolling. The dialog will no longer remember it's location and will always pop up in the middle
of the screen each time it's opened.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 54993 Restructure of Training Video Page
Re-designed the layout and structure of the Training Video tabs.

Case: 55534 Form Generator - Editable text box
We're thrilled to announce that our Form Generator now empowers you to create even more dynamic and interactive PDF
documents. Say hello to editable textboxes!

What's New?

- Export PDFs with Editable Textboxes: When you generate a PDF from your forms, the textboxes within the document can be
editable/fillable. Users can type, modify, and update their information directly within the PDF.

- Seamless User Experience: Your users can now complete and revise their responses without leaving the PDF environment.

- Effortless Customization: Customize the appearance of textboxes, adjust font sizes, and choose from various styling options.
Make your forms look professional and user-friendly.

- Cross-Platform Compatibility: These fillable PDFs work seamlessly across devices—desktops, tablets, and smartphones. No
more compatibility issues!

How to Use It?

- Create Your Form: Design your form using our intuitive Form Generator.
- Export as PDF: When you're ready, export your form as a PDF.
- Test It Out: Open the PDF and try editing the textboxes. You'll be amazed at how smooth it is!

Why It Matters?

- Efficiency: Streamline data collection and processing.
- User Satisfaction: Provide a modern, user-friendly experience.
- Professionalism: Impress recipients with polished PDF forms.

Ready to take your forms to the next level? Try out the new editable textboxes today!

Case: 56134 Pinning an Administration report
Fixed an issue with administration reports that are shared between FAST modules (i.e. reports that are found under
Administration -> Information or Administration -> Access) where creating a Pinned Report on one of these screens would save
the Pinned Report as a "Site Administration" report instead of saving it into the application the user was running it under.

Case: 57066 Can't enter & without data being converted to &amp;
Fixed a bug with data entry grids where & would get converted to &amp; in the data behind the scenes when saving.

Case: 57195 Crosstabs:  Ability to rename "Crosstab Total" column header to something meaningful
When using the Calculate Row Total checkbox with the Cross Tab advanced option, the resulting column header always said
"Cross Tab Total." We've now added a textbox next to the Calculate Row Total checkbox where a more meaningful column title
can be manually entered if desired.

Case: 57243 Data Refresh Status page breaks on load
Fixed a bug where the Data Refresh Status report would not load if the NEXT_DATE of a job was 01/01/4000 (i.e. when the job is
disabled).
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Case: 57391 Using SUM() Advanced Option with a Virtual Column breaks
Fixed a bug where performing a SUM() advanced option on a virtual column would break.

(This was also patched to 5.0.00.15, 5.0.01.01 and 5.0.02.01.)

Case: 57517 Hyperlinks w/ "All Values" won't export to Excel
Fixed a bug preventing export to Excel on reports that have Hyerlinks set up using the "All Values" comparison option. This fix
was patched to v5.0.02 as well.
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